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This article looks at Mao Zedong 's military teachings in light of
his diminished stature fn today 's China. In an effort to predict
the survimbility of those ideas, the author evaluates the in
fluence of Clausewitz in their formulation.

made "mistakes," and the formerly om

INTRODUCTION

THE

nipresent pictures of Mao and "Little Red
Books" are only memories.

myth of Mao Zedong is being

In almost

every area of poJicy, China's post-Mao
leadership

is pursuing objectives

pro

dismantled rapidly in contemporary

foundly different from Mao's through the

China. China's leaders contend that Mao

most pragmatic means. For the Chinese

Mao as a Clausewitzian
Strategist
R. Lynn Rylander

MILITARY REVIEW

military, this means a new emphasis on
qualitative improvement as part of the
four mode�nizations.
As

China

moves

toward

military

firepower, higher mobility, enhanced com·
mand and control, and other drastically
changed circumstances. The degree of
ease or difficulty with which this transi·
tion is achieved will depend, in larg<'
measure, on the extent to which existing
Chines!' military precepts exhibit valid
and enduring features. In particular, can
Mao's concept of People's War serve as
philosophical

transformation

of

formation of the Red army in August. For
the next seven y ears, the Communist Par

modernization, its doctrine, strategy and
tactics must adjust inevitably to greater

the

the Guomindang purge in April and the

foundation

for ' the

the Chinese

armed

forc.es, or must Mao the military theoreti·
cian be scrapped along with Mao the
ideologist?

ty's military line remained

unsettled.

and, through most of the period, Mao had
little influence over its development.
This period was characterized primarily
by conventional military operations, epit·
omized by the catastrophic "Li Li-San Of
fensive"

in 1930. The

failure of this

Communist campaign led to somewhat
greater influence for Mao and his ideas.
But,

within

a

year,

Comintern-backed

as

a

criticism,

result
Mao

of
had

once again lost a great deal of his in
fluence. At the 1932 Ningdu Conference,
he was removed from the chairmanship of
the party's Military Committee.
The watershed for Mao occurred soon
thereafter at the January 1935 Zunyi

People's War. in isolation, obviously

Conference-held in thP middlP of the

will not meet China's needs into the 21st

Long March-at which Mao's control

century,

but there is a good deal of

over military affairs was

finally con

evidence to suggest that Mao was a stu·
dent of Karl von Clausewitz. To the ex·

solidated. With his legitimacy thus con

tent that the more broadly applicable

Red Army College in Yanan to serve as

Clausewitzian principles underlie Mao's

his forum. !\lao entered the most signifi

firmed and the later establishment of the

military works. Mao the military thea·

cant period in the codification of his

retican may continue to play a major role

military thought.

in China's military modernization

Following the arrival of Communist
forces in Yanan in October 1935 after the
Long :Yiarch, !\lao applied himself to a

DID MAO STUDY CLAUSEWITZ?

number of duties. One of these duties was
lecturing on military affairs at the Red

The

question

sciou•lv
in

his

of

whether

Mao con

incorporated Clausewitz's ideas
own

military

doctrine

focuses

historically on the latter half of the 1930s.
For Mao and the Chinese Communist Par·
ty, war began in 1927 with the abortive
Autumn Harvest Uprising. It was the
e v e n ts

surrou nding

this

and

the

buangzhou and Nanchang Uprisings that
signaled the Communist decision to at·
tempt a military solution in the wake of

14

Army College which trained officers for
the war against Japan. Partly as a result
of

those

lecturing

duties,

the

period

1936·38 was a particularly prolific one for
Mao as shown in the chart.
It seems likely that, between his arrival
in Yanan (October 1935) and the comple·
tion of his first major military

work

(December 19361. Mao was involved in ex
tensive scholarship in military matters.
On the one hand, he would have had little
time to do so in an organized fashion dur·

August
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MAO

J

Mao Zedong's Major Military Writings, 1936-38
Problems of Strategy in China's Revolutionary War {Lectures)
On Guerrilla Warfare
Basic Tactics {Lectures)

1936
1937
1938
1938
1938
1938

Problems of Strategy in Guerrilla War Against Japan
'
On Protracted War {Lectures)
Problems of War and Strategy {Speech)

ing the arduous Long March. On the
other

hand,

his

major concepts were

already fairly well-developed and thor
oughly documented in his earliest 1936
lectures. WhiiP the historical record of
that

period ·provides

no

conclusive

evidence that Mao studied Clausewitz
during his research. several factors point
in that direction.
First, it would have been complete]�·
natural for a teacher such as Mao to
research his lecturPS thoroughly. He had
earlier taught at several academic levels,
and he later confessed to Edgar P. Snow
that:

)
all/ el'er wanted to be was a teacher

I do not like to hear all this

'!{rmt ·

inspiration and. to a lesser extent. for
military

military

doctrine

without

history,

he

referred

century B.C. to the fourth century A.D.
He also referred to the long succession of
Chinese rebellions-from the vi'hite Lotus
Uprisings in the 13th and 14th centuries
to the 1911 revolution that Mao ex
perienced briefly firsthand.
ln addition. Mao drew on the heroic ex-'
plaits of Chinese fiction-epic works such
as

Water 1\far!{in and

Trauels

in the

West-to illustrate his points. As Samuel

"Mao

pressing

China's

tles and wars ranging from the eighth

B.

such as Mao would have approached a

example,

repeatedly land in great detail) to key bat

husiness. about bein!{ a weat leader. !{real

task as complex as developing and ex·

!for

Building on his childhood fascination
with

helmsman'

It is unlikely that a dedicated teacher

background

Lenin's 1906 article on guerrilla warfare).

Griffith noted. through those stories,
painlessly

assimilated

a

sound

education in the arts of generalship and
strategy and the science of tactics."'
Mao undoubtedly had ample opportuni

a

t�· to study Clausewitz during this period.

thorough rPview of the literature that

We know that Clausewitz was well-known

could have included Clausewitz.

in China.

We have considerable direct evidence of

Many of Mao's senior com

manders were -graduates of the Guomin

Mao's research. In a conversation during

dang Military Academy at Huangbu lin

the Cultural

Revolution,

that "when

wrote about what

eluding Lin Biao, president of the Red Ar

1

Mao recalled

1

called

problems of strategy ]that is, 1936-38]

1

went over the 'Military Strategies of Sun
Tzu' roughly."' Mao also relied heavily on
Marxist-Leninist ideology for his political

1981

my College) which had benefited from
German advisers. Others had received
training in warlord schools that stressed·
Clausewitzian principles, and still others
had been exposed to Russian training
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with a similar emphasis.
Finally, Mao drew heavily on the works
of Lenin who, in turn, had carefully read
land heavily annotated) his copy of On

the major points in Mao's writings with
Clausewitz's treatment of the same topics
in On War. Particular emphasis must be
placed on the closely related areas of

War. Thus, from almost every quarter,

guerrilla

Mao could have been exposed to Clause·

there are perhaps equally important, if

witzian influences.

less

Mao offered a few specific clues to sug·
gest that he worked directly from Clause

and protracted

generally

familiar,

warfare.

But

considerations

such as the dynamic role of man. dialec·
tics and the purely military viewpoint,

witz. He quoted Clausewitz only once in

On Guerrilla l�larfare:
C/ause1l'itz wrote. in On War: 'Wars in

Guerrilla Warfare
Guerrilla warfare is the key link be

every period have independent forms and
independent conditions. and. therefore,

tween Clausewitz and Mao.

every period must have its independent

course, the basis of all of Mao's military

theory of u·ar.''

Mao quoted Clausewitz a second tim�

It is,

of

writings-the specific kind of war Mao
was addressing. Clausewitz, while not em

"War is merely the continuation of policy

phasizing it, devoted one chapter of On

hy other means. "'-but either he or his

War !"The People in Arms") to the topic.

editors (we cannot be sure) traced the

In that chapter, he concluded that guer

phrase to Lenin. To his .credit. Lenin. in

rilla operations could succeed only if the

1915, averred that Clausewitz was the

war is fought in the country's interior, the

source.

outcome is not determined in a single

Moreover,

in

discussing

the

nature of war, Mao placed several of his
iCiausewitzian) ideas in quotation marks,
perhaps acknowledging his debt. Those
phrases, which correspond directly with
passages in On War, are: "Politics with
bloodshed. "' "To preserve oneself and
destroy the enemy."' "Deprive him of the
power to resist."'
Thus,

there

is

considerable,

if

cir·

cumstantial, evidence that suggests that
Mao studied On War as he was synthesiz:

stroke, the theater of operations is large,
the national character is appropriate to
guerrilla war and the country is rough
and inaccessible.
Mao also stressed these five conditions.
Clausewitz's sense that the interior of the
. country represents a secure base is
reflected in Mao's emphasis on base areas
as the vital "rear" for guerrilla opera
tions.

The

Communists'

war

against

Japan, for example, was conducted from

ing his own military philosophy in the

Shaanxi Province in the middle of China.

months following the Long March. Given
·
this possibility, the key question

single-stroke resolution of the conflict-is

becomes: Was Claus�witz a major in
fluence on Mao?

Clausewitz's second point-avoiding a
the basis of Mao's theory of protracted
war which is addressed in detail later.
Mao, like Clausewitz. recognized the need
for a large theater for guerrilla opera

WERE MAO'S IDEAS GLAUSEWITZIAN?

tions. He stressed China's vast territory
along with the semicolonial, semifeudal
and economically backward nature of the

The depth of Clausewitzian influence on

Mao's id eas can be gauged by comparing

16

country as necessary preconditions.
With regard to national character, the

August

MAO
temperament was certainly suital;>le in

TlU' f'llC'mV aduances. U'e retreat:

Vlao's China which had a long histol"y of

Th� �ncmv camps. I<'P haras.s:

rPbellions and faced a Japanese invasion

Th� rncmv tires. 1re attack:

force As Mao professed to Andre Mal
.
raux in the mid-1960s, "Everything grew
out of a specific situation: we organized
peasant

revolt,

we

did

not

instigate

it."<)
Clausewitz's

last

bilitv-was given

a

point-inaccessi·
slightlv

different

The' ('llf'mv refr('afs. rre pursue.11

Clausewitz earlier described g-uerrilla
war in much the same wav-as "nebulous
.
and elusive," without concrete resistance,
but with concentration of forces at the ap
propriate time.
Mao's primary objective was to develop

twist bv 1\!ao. While he noted the obvious

a

advantages of base arPas in mountains,

forces operated strategically on interior

he contended that base areas could also

IinPs of communication while guerrillas

he established successfully in relatively

operated on exterior lines-that is. in the

open areas if the�· were extensive enough
to allow the guerrillas to mane111'er to

avoid enemv operations.
Thus.

for Clausewitz and·· :\lao.

the

basic conditions for successful guerrilla
operations

were

compatible.

Likewise.

their views on the conduct of guerrilla
warfare conform closely
!\lao's

g-uerrilla

warfare

theory

was

summarized in his six principles·
I. Retention of th� imtiaflve; carefullv
,, . ar

"jigsaw pattern"

enemv's

in

which

regular

rear. In this mode, the guerrillas

would destroy s� all enemy units, harass

and weaken larger ones. attack lines of
communication, force the enemy to dis
perse his strength and coordinate their ac·

tivities with conventional forces. Clause
witz's view on the nature of guerrilla
operations was strikingly similar:
OnrC' thf' l'ictor is C'llf:(Of{C'd in siPf!C'S.
OlleP he has left stron� {{arriso/1s a/1 along
the wav to form his line of communica·

of

tion, or ha.r:. C'l'('ll SC'nf out dC'tachments to

strater<ic defenM•: tactical speed in a u·ar

secure hi.s freedom of nw••ement and ileep

'tratc'?irallv

adiornin.f! prouinces from gil_1illl( him frau·

planned

tactical

attack'

protracted:

in

a

tactiral opera

u·eail ene,d bv a uarie

tion., on Pxterior lnl('r;; zn a war condurtC'd

ble: oncP he has been

r;;tratC'!drallv on intC'rior !inC's

tv of losse.< in m<'n and materiel. the time

2 rmulu ct

of

operations

to

comple·

m�nt tho.<e of th� re'?U iar armv.
:1

Tlz� �<tahlishm�nt of hases

.f

A

Both Clausewitz and Mao believed that

c!Mr undastandin'? of thP rela·

tionship

hetu·�en

the

attack

and

th�

defense
The

.'i

dez•elopm�nt of mobile opera·

tions
6'

has come for the defending armv to taile
the field again."

Corr('cf command 10

coordination between g-uerrilla and con
ventional forces was essential. Clausewitz
felt that guerrillas should · not try to
"pulverize the core" but. rather, should
"nibble" around the edges of the theater.
leaving the "pulverizing" to the reg-u

Mao's first point differentiates guer

lars." Similarly, Mao believed in the cen

rilla warfare from conventional opera

tral importance of effective regular opera

tions. The key principle is flexible use of

tions

dispersal and concentration coupled with

could not achieve victory.

since

guerrilla operations alone

rapid shifting of forces. It is best sum

The common emphasis on Mao's third

marized in Mao's famous !6-character

point- bases-was noted earlier. Despite

formula:

their recognition of the vital importance

1981
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of secure bases, however, neither man
viewed bases as a strictly territorial con
cept. Clausewitz argued that destroying
enemy forces (or preserving one's own)
should be the primary consideration, as
opposed to holding onto territory. Mao,
agreeing, wrote that ''to gain territory is
no cause for joy and to lose territory is no
cause for sorrow."" This flexibility to
relinquish territory in the face of superior
force is. of course. what makes guerrilla
war work.
Mao's fourth point dealing with the
relatio�ship between attack and defense
embodies the concept of tactical guerrilla

and well-organized guerrilla units op
erating on the enemy's flanks in con·
junction with parties of regulars who
would "make them look like a proper ar·
my and enable them to tackle larger
operations."" As strength increased,
guerrilla activity would focus more direct
ly on the enemy's stronger, more heavily
defended rear.
The last of Mao's six principles was cor
rect command which, for Mao, meant em
phasis on strategic centralization and tac
tical decentralization. Certainly, this is
compatible with Clausewitz who placed
so much emphasis on "genius. " But,

offensives in the enemy's rear while on

while Clausewitz stressed this vital at

the stratel{ic defensive in a protracted

tribute

war.Clausewitz's treatment of attack and

nized-like

dPfense is much more extensive than

centralization in the field-that "only in a
great battle does the co�mander·in-chief

Mao's-two complete books of On War
deal specifically with t hose issues. It is in

of

leadership,
Mao-the

he

also

need

recog

for

de

control operations in person. . . . ""

teresting, therefore, that his conclusion
with regard to the role of guerrilla forces
is almost identical to ::Yiao's. It is based
on the principle of "seldom, or never,
allowing this important means of dsfense

Protracted War
Along with his views on guerrilla war,
Mao is best known for his theory of pro
tracted war. Indeed, it is the dynamics of

to turn into tactical defense.""
Mao's fifth principle-mobile warfare

protracted war that make his guerrilla

is made possible by the protracted nature

doctrine work.Both Mao and Clausewitz

of Mao's war Through the course of pro·

recognized that a protracted conflict ex

tracted war, as guerrilla units become
better trained and equipped and improve
their political and disciplinary reliability.

:\I ao

viewed them as ready to be trans

formed into regular units capable of offen
sive campail{ns along extensive fronts in
the enemy's rear.

1\: ot surprisingly,
so

far

as

to

acerbates

an

invader's

disadvantages.

Losses over time. coupled with the need
to secure extended lines of communica
tion

against

guerrilla

attacks,

would

gradually work in the defender's favor by
sapping the invader physically and psy
chologically.

Clausewitz did not go

advocate

the

ultimate

regularization of guerrilla forces. They
simply would not have fitted into the

:\lao divided protracted war into three
stages:

strategic

defensive,

strategic

stalemate and strategic counteroffensive.
In the first, Mao envisioned the enemy (in

more formal, rigid conventional forma

his case, Japan) becoming overextended

tions of the time. He did, however, envi

in his offensive. He believed that the

sion much the same accretion of strength

overextension would ultimately lead to

and growing threat to the enemy's rear.

flagging morale, pessimism, economic dif

He foresaw, over time, increasingly large

ficulties and general war weariness as ac-

18
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MAO

companiments to a gradual shift ,in the
military balance.

Jn

this stage, conven

tional mobile warfare was to be stressed.
supplemented by guerrilla and positional
warfare.
Mao believed a strategic stalemate
would ultimately develop because the
enemy would begin to experience short- ,
ages of troops while meeting increasingly
firm resistance. This would force him to

observed thut nowhere in Europe outside
of Russia was there adequate space for
this maneuver.)
Given these conditions, which conform
closely to those under which Mao's forces
operated, Clausewitz's view of with
drawal (in effect, the equivalent of Mao's
strategic defensive) was compatible with
Mao's concepts. He saw it as a "special
form of indirect resistance-a form that

halt his strategic offensive to secure his

destroys the enemy not so much by the

occupied

sword as by his own exertions.""

areas.

Mao

believed

the

stalemate would last for a relatively long

Clausewitz did not dwell on Mao's sec

time and would be the most trying time

ond stage (strategic stalemate). Rather,

for the defenders.He argued that, during

he went to history for an example of the

this stage, combat operations would be
primarily guerrilla in nature. sup

gradual shift to the third and final stage:

plemented by mobile operations. In both

one often attains one's greatest strength

of the first two stages, Mao sought to
avoid decisive engagements under condi
tions in which Chinese forces were not
confident of victory.
In the third stage, the Chinese would
begin the strategic counteroffensive. In
this stage, reliance would be placed on
mobile warfure, but, with the recapture of
occupied

territory,

positional

warfare

The Russians [in 1812] shou•ed us that
in the heart of o11e's ou·n country. u·hen
the enemy's offensive pou•er is exhausted
and the defensive can the11 SIJ•itch u·ith
enormous energy to the offensive."
Mao used the same example to il
lustrate the same point in On Guerrilla
Warfare.
Once in the third stage !counteroffen
sive), Clausewitz, like Mao, foresaw the

would also begin to play a part. Guerrilla )

defenders pursuing the decisive battle in

forces would play a supplemental role

a "sudden powerful transition to the of

while

fensive- the

conducting

more

conventional

operations.In this stage, the decisive bat

ance.

.

.."20

flashing

sword

of venge

tle leading to ultimate victory would no
longer be eschewed since the balance of
forces would no longer be unfavorable to

The Dynamic Role of Man
Both Clausewitz and Mao recognized

the Chinese.
Clausewitz addressed the concept of

that the resolution of conflict ultimately

protracted war in the context of with

rested with man-that other considera

drawing regular forces into the interior of

tions such as terrain and weather were

the

secondary. Clausewitz defined this pri

country-a

move

to

be

avoided

if possible because it delayed the final
decisive resolution of the conflict. He
asserted that withdrawal should be con

mary role in terms of "moral factors"
(everything that is created by intellectual
and

psychological

qualities

and

in

templated only if the defen9 ing forces

fluences) and especially genius (virtuosity

were incapable of meeting the attacker at

of

the

issues were addressed extensively in On

border

available.

1981

and

sufficient

(lncidenwlly.

space

were

Clausewitz

intellect

War,

but

and

this

temperament).
passage gives

These
a good

19
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general sense of Clausewitz's conclusions:

two different things that have a common

The moral elements are among the most

relation external to themselves. the polar

important. in 1car. They constitute the

ity lies not in the things but in their rela

spirit that permeates zcar as a whole. and

tionship.... Polarity, then, does not lie in

at an early stage they establish a close af

attack or defense. but in the object both

finity u·ith the u•ill that moues and leads

seek to achieve: the decision."

the u·hole mass of force, practically merg
ing u'. ith it,

since the will is itself a

Mao's views on the topic are best ex·
pressed in On Contradiction, a

1937

work

moral quality.. . . History provides the

that is part of the theoretical framework

strongest proof of the importance of

of Mao's brand of communism:

mo'ral factors and their often incredible ef
fects...."

In u·ar. offense and defense, advance
and retreat, victory and defeat are all
mutually contradzctory phenomena. One

Mao's equivalent of moral factors is
man's dynamic role in war which he, like

cannot exist 1l'ithout the other. The two

Clausewitz, treated explicitly. For com

aspects are at once in conflict and in in

parison, the following appears in On- Pro

terdependence. and this constitutes the

tracted War:

totality of a war, pushes its develo ment

True. victory or defeat in u•ar is decided

p

forward and solves its problems."

by the military. political, economic and
geographic conditions on both sides. the
nature of the war each 'side is u•aging and

Both Mao and Clausewitz opposed the

joys. but it is not decided by these alone;

"purely military viewpoint" and for strik

in themselves, all these provide only the

ingly similar reasons. Clausewitz argued

possibility of uictory or defeat but do not

that political considerations must not be

decide the issue To decide the issue,.sub

ignored in military planning except in a

jectiue effort must be added, namely. the

situation in which "pure hatred" was the

directing

and

u·aging

dynamic role in n'ar.

22

of

u·ar,

man's

Interestingly, Mao's observations on
the dynamic role are interspersed with

sole motivating factor. Mao repeatedly
chastised

his

military

colleagues

for

holding a purely military viewpoint that
regarded military and political affairs as

Clausewitzian observations on war as the

opposites and failed to recognize that

continuation of politics and politics with

military affairs were "only one means of

bloodshed (both quoted) suggesting that
Mao is giving credit where credit is due.

continuum

between

politics and war in Mao's statement.)
the motivation and opportunity to study

The concept of dialectic relationships
one of the primary analytical tools of
Marxism-Leninism-appeared

accomplishing political tasks."25 (Note
the Clausewitzian

In sum, Mao seems to have had both

Dialectic Relationships

•

Purely Military Viewpoint

the international support each side en

in

much

Clausewitz as he polished his own mili
tary

thought.

There

is

limited

direct

evidence of Clausewitz in Mao's work,

the same context with regard to war in

but, more importantly, Mao's key ideas

the works of Clausewitz and Mao. In deal-

appear to be Clausewitzian in nature. If

ing with attack and defense, Clausewitz

this is, in fact, the case-if Mao was a

observed:
When, however, we are dealing with

20

Clausewitzian strategist-what are the
implications?

August

MAO

veloped the concept of "People's War

'

WILL MAO'S IDEAS ENDURE?

under modern conditions" in recognition
of that fact. As Mao's myth becomes in
creasingly

Mao's military theories served as the
philosophical basis of the Chinese Com

However, if Mao's ideas have Clause

solidation of power in China. Also, in

witzian roots, as the above evidence sug-

Ia ter y ears, Mao's People's W11r served as

gests, then his theories may have the

model for other Com

munist revolutionary

movements.

broader

Pri

establishment

overwhelming

any potentia! foe by sheer strength of

to make

Just as the "people in

War of the 1930s can still be valid . for
China in the 19ROs. Thus. even as Mar> the

currency in China as one of the main
deterrents against Soviet aggression.

ideologist is retired, Mao the Clausewitz
ian strateg-ist is likely to remain a major
military influence in China-in fact if not

If his ideas are to endure. however, they
must remain applicable to a modernizing
The Chinese

needed

arms" were only one part of the larger
conflict for Clausewitz, Mao's People's

numbers alone, People's War has retained

China.

applicability

them relevant to a modernizing- military

marily because of the prospect of China's
hug-e population simply

"mis

the expense of "People's W11r."

in World War II and their eventual con- '

theoretical

more

tions" could be increasingly stressed at

munist operations ag-ainst the Japanese

the

tarnished-as

takes" come to light- the "modern condi

have already

de-

in name.
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